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Abstract
Companies strive harder than ever to find new ways to break through the ever increasing
media clutter.  Lately event marketing has gained popularity as a marketing communications
tool. The use of event sponsorships give companies a unique platform for brand image
building; leading to the purpose of this thesis, which is: to gain a better understanding of the
role of event marketing in communicating brand image by companies by describing and partly
explaining the process. The study has further been narrowed down to look upon one specific
company within the automobile industry. Personal interviews were conducted with Saab
Automobile to gain thorough information. The collected data from the case are discussed,
compared and then finally used to draw conclusions.  The study shows that companies
perceive event sponsorship to be an effective way to communicate both brand and product
image and is used accordingly. Although, the study also finds that the role of event
sponsorship as an image builder is by companies not perceived to be as important as theory
suggests.



Sammanfattning
Företag strävar hårdare än någonsin efter att hitta nya sätt att bryta igenom det ökade
mediebruset. På senare tid har evenemangsmarknadsföring vunnit popularitet som
marknadsföringsverktyg. Användandet av evenemangssponsring ger företag en unik plattform
för byggande av märkesimage. Detta leder fram till syftet med den här uppsatsen, som är att
anskaffa oss en bättre förståelse för den roll evenemangsmarknadsföring spelar för företag
genom att utforska, beskriva, och till en viss del förklara processen. Uppsatsen har begränsats
till att titta på ett specifikt företag inom bilindustrin. Personliga intervjuer har genomförts med
Saab Automobile för att anskaffa grundlig information. Anskaffad data diskuteras sedan och
slutligen så dras slutsatser. Studien visar att företag upplever evenemangssponsring som ett
effektivt verktyg för att bygga image och används för det syftet. Men trots det så upplever inte
företag evenemangssponsring vara lika viktig som teorin vill ge sken av.
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1 Introduction

n this first chapter the reader will be brought into the area of interest concerning this
study. Thereafter brand image and sponsorship will be discussed followed by the

problem discussion where more in depth information on the area of the study will be
presented. Finally the reader will be guided through the purpose of the study followed by the
research questions.

1.1 Background
In modern marketing, companies are competing heavily to hold existing and to gain new
market shares (Brassington & Petit, 2000). In order to accomplish this, marketing
communication is of high importance (ibid). In consumer marketing, brands often provide the
primary points of differentiation between competitive offerings, and as such they can be
critical to the success of companies (Wood, 2000). Corporate sponsorship is growing in
importance as an element of the communications mix (Javalgi et.al, 1994). Linking a brand
with an event via sponsorship enables firms to gain consumers’ attention and interest by
associating with events that are important to them (Cornwell, Roy, 2003).

Since the late 1980s, brands have gained centre stage in marketing and in the managerial
discourse. From having been a mere marker that identifies the producer or the origin of a
product, the brand is today increasingly becoming the product that is consumed. (Salzer-
Mörling & Strannegård, 2004). Nobody disputes the importance of the brand for the company
or the consumer: over the past 20 or 30 years its definition, functions and characteristics have
been widely studied (Calderón, Cervera & Mollá, 1997).

Wood’s (2000) attempt to define the relationship between customers and brands produced the
term ``brand equity'' in the marketing literature. The concept of brand equity has been debated
both in the accounting and marketing literatures, and has highlighted the importance of having
a long-term focus within brand management (ibid). Branding is not just a name but a
communication that defines competence, standard and image to customers (Fatt, 1997). A
winning image communicates success to the public, business associates, suppliers, investors,
and above all the customers (ibid, 1997).

Increasingly, emphasis is being placed on the addition of brand values as the basis for
discrimination at all levels of consumer/business interaction (Meenaghan, 1995). The brand
represents for the consumer a specific articulation of product performance attributes and a
suggested battery of symbolic values and meanings inherent in the received personality (ibid).

An explosion in the number of brands - as well as a proliferation of ways to communicate
them, from hundreds of cable channels to the Internet, product placement in movies, and even
mobile-phone display screens - has made it tougher to get messages through (Aufreiter,
Elzinga & Gordon, 2003). In addition, converging product-performance and service levels in
many industries have made it more difficult to sustain existing brands (ibid). The point that
deserves particular emphasis is that most marketing communications occurs at the brand level
(Shimp, 2003).
Marketing Communications

I
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Marketing communications represents the collection of all elements in a brand’s marketing
mix that facilitate exchanges by targeting the brand to a group of customers, positioning the
brand as somehow distinct from competitive brands, and sharing the brand’s meaning – its
point of difference – with the brand’s target audience (Shimp, 2003). Marketing
communications is a critical aspect of a company’s overall marketing mission and a major
determinant of its success (ibid). Marketing communications is an important element of
marketing management (Kitchen, 1993). As marketing has evolved or emerged to being a
legitimate scholarly discipline it has progressed through various phases or orientations in
response to environmental change (ibid).

The primary forms of marketing communications include traditional mass media advertising,
online advertising, sales promotions, store signage, point-of-purchase displays, product
packages, direct-mail literature, opt-in e-mailing, publicity releases, event and cause
sponsorship, presentations by salespeople, and various other communication devices (Shimp,
2003).

Latterly, advertising, sales promotion, and personal selling have undergone difficulties in
relation to achievement of cost-effective communication objectives (Kitchen, 1993). As
traditional media have become more expensive and cluttered, sponsorship is viewed as a cost-
effective alternative (Lee, Sandler & Shani, 1997).

Hjälmsson and Eriksson (2001) describe the role of sponsorship in the promotional mix with
the following figure:

As seen in the figure, adapted from Eriksson and Hjälmsson (2001), sponsorship is closely
related to both advertising and public relations, and its role is to combine the action of
informing with the action of building a brand image.

Inform

ImageSupply

Interact

Advertising

Sponsoring

PR

Personal selling

Sales
promotion

Figure 1 - Role of sponsorship in the promotion mix

Source: Adapted from Eriksson Hjälmsson (2001) p. 3.
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1.1.1 Sponsorship
Sandler & Shani (1989) define sponsorship as "The provision of resources (e.g., money,
people, equipment) by an organization directly to an event or activity in exchange for a direct
association to the event or activity”. Loosely defined, sponsorship can be regarded as the
provision of assistance either financial or in-kind to an activity e.g., sport, musical event,
festival, fair, or within the broad definition of the Arts by a commercial organization for the
purpose of achieving commercial objectives (Meenaghan, 1983). Sponsorship is furthermore
an element of the communication mix where a firm provides some financial support to an
entity, which may be an individual (e.g. sports), an organization (e.g. a humane society) or a
group (e.g. an orchestra), in order to allow this entity to pursue its activities (e.g. a cultural
event) and, at the same time, benefit from this association in terms of global image and
consumer awareness of the firm’s market offerings (d’Astous & Bitz, 1995).

The providing organization can then use this direct association to achieve either their
corporate, marketing, or media objectives (ibid). Three broad categories of sponsorship
objective have been identified and accepted in sport marketing literature (Sandler & Shani,
1993). These are: media objectives (such as cost effectiveness, reaching target markets);
corporate objectives (mostly image related); and marketing objectives (for example, brand
promotion, sales increase) (ibid).

Sponsorships serve as brand-building tools because they are effective in leveraging secondary
brand associations (Keller, 1998). Gwinner (1997) states that sponsorship is viewed as a
means of avoiding this clutter by enabling sponsors to identify and target well-defined
audiences in terms of demographics and lifestyles. Aufreiter, Elzinga and Gordon (2003) say
that rising above the clutter without breaking the bank will require companies to get smarter
about branding. The number of companies participating in sponsorship, as well as corporate
expenditures for sponsoring events, is on the rise as organizations seek new ways to reach
audiences and enhance their image (ibid). Sponsorship represents a rapidly growing aspect of
marketing communications (Shimp, 2003). The rate of growth in sponsorship expenditures is
greater than for traditional media advertising and sales promotion (Cornwell & Roy, 2003).
Today it is almost impossible to find any public event that is not sponsored in some way or
another (Kover 2001). It has become an increasingly popular medium of corporate
communication, especially among companies operating in consumer markets (Olkkonen,
Tikkanen & Alajoutisijärvi, 2000). Corporate sponsorship is becoming increasingly important
as indicated by both the dollars spent on it and the number of events sponsored. It has begun
to compete against other elements of the communications mix for funding, especially where
traditional methods of reaching fragmented markets are becoming more costly and inefficient
(Javalgi et al., 1994). Sponsorship is an increasingly popular marketing communication tool
(d’Astous & Bitz, 1995). During the last decade, sponsorship spending in North America has
increased at an average rate of 20 per cent annually as compared to 5.5 per cent and 7.6 per
cent for advertising and sales promotion respectively (ibid).

Growth in sponsorship expenditure has been driven by factors such as corporate desire for
cost effective access to target markets, technological change as manifested in media
developments and an increasing event- and leisure-oriented society (Meenaghan, 1999). For
the corporate user, sponsorship represents a highly versatile method of communication,
capable of achieving a variety of objectives, largely in terms of communication effects, with a
diversity of corporate publics (ibid). While the increased use of this medium is in part
testimony to sponsor’s beliefs in its effectiveness in that sponsors are voting their budget
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allocations, there is need to move towards a greater understanding of how this medium
actually works (Meenaghan, 1991).

Olkkonen, Tikkanen and Alajoutsijärvi (2000) states that the first research about sponsorship
focused on defining its domain and documenting its growth. They then continue to explain
that another key research area is in the measurement of sponsorship effects on target audience.
Olkkonen et al. (2000) also states that the third focal area of existing research is on company
objectives and motives with respect to sponsorship. Current sponsorship research mainly
focuses on mass communication (ibid).

Sponsorship involve investments in events or causes for the purpose of achieving various
corporate objectives, especially ones involving increased brand awareness, enhance brand
image, and heightened sales volume (Gardner & Shuman, 1987). There is a distinct need for
management to continue to research the role of sponsorship in the strategic plan, the
communications mix, and its place in the organizational hierarchy (Farrelly, Quester &
Burton, 1997).

1.2 Problem discussion
Corporate sponsorship of sports and other events is one of the fastest growing forms of
marketing communications used to reach target audiences (Cornwell & Roy, 2003). Event
sponsorships range from supporting athletic events (such as golf and tennis tournaments,
college football bowl games, and the Olympics) to underwriting rock concerts and supporting
festivals and fairs (Shimp, 2003). Due to the proliferation of leisure events in today’s society,
the awareness and opportunity for corporate event sponsorship is at an all time high
(Meenaghan, 1983). Thousands of companies invest in some form of event sponsorship,
which is defined by Shimp (2003) as a form of brand promotion that ties a brand to a
meaningful athletic, entertainment, cultural, social, or other type of high-interest public
activity. Event marketing is growing because it provides companies with alternatives to the
cluttered mass media, an ability to segment on a local or regional basis, and opportunities for
reaching narrow lifestyle groups whose consumption behavior can be tied to the local event.
Marketers sponsor events for purposes of developing relationships with consumers, enhancing
brand equity, and strengthening ties with the trade. Shimp (2003) states that successful
sponsorships require a meaningful fit among the brand, the event, and the target market.

Linking a brand with an event via sponsorship enables firms to gain consumers’ attention and
interest by associating with events that are important to them (Cornwell & Roy, 2003). Event
marketing is distinct from advertising, promotion, point-of-purchase merchandising, or public
relations, but it generally incorporates elements from all these communication tools (Shimp,
2003). In the context of event sponsorships, a brand may leverage associations of a sponsored
event (Gwinner, 1997).

Sponsorship activities present multiple opportunities for achieving awareness objectives, and
much of the research to date in the sponsorship literature has focused on awareness issues
such as sponsor recall (ibid). Regrettably, less attention has been given to event and brand
image issues (ibid). A number of questions exist regarding the effect of sponsorship
promotional activities on brand and event image (ibid).
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Whether participating as an official sponsor of an event, customizing your own event, or
ambushing a competitors’ sponsorship, the result from all these efforts must be measured to
determine effectiveness (Shimp, 2003). Despite its importance, research assessing
sponsorships’ effectiveness is still in its early stages of development (Cornwell & Maignan
1998). It is important to measure the long-term effect of sponsorship not simply for academic
reasons, but also to know whether there are adequate returns on investment (Busby &
Winfield Digby, 2002). While the use of event sponsoring is growing at an increasing rate,
marketers have had difficulties assessing the value of such advertising strategies (Miyazaki &
Morgan, 2001). Many sponsoring companies do not have formal sponsorship evaluation
system (Abratt & Grobler, 1989). Scholars have not adopted any specific theoretical
framework that could guide investigations of consumers’ reactions to sponsorships (Cornwell,
Maignan 1998). Instead, discussions have pertained essentially to measurement techniques
believed to be the most appropriate for evaluating the effectiveness of sponsorship (ibid).

1.3 Purpose
Based on the discussion above, the purpose of this study is to gain a better understanding of
why and how companies use sponsorship to communicate brand image. In light of the fact
that a lot of previous research has been done within this area, we shall further narrow our
scope down to a specific type of sponsorship. Hence, the revised purpose will read as follow:

The purpose of this thesis is to gain a better understanding of the role of event marketing in
communicating brand image by companies.

Three research questions have been outlined below. By answering these they help us gain the
knowledge necessary to accomplish the stated purpose.

RQ 1. Why do companies engage in event sponsorship activities?
RQ 2. How do companies use event sponsorship to communicate their brand image?
RQ 3. How is the effectiveness of the event sponsorship evaluated by companies?

1.4 Demarcation
In order to complete this thesis within the given timeframe some limitations have been found
necessary. It is beyond the scope of our study to cover all aspects of our research purpose. We
have therefore limited our research to look only at the automobile industry.

1.5 Summary
This chapter has presented a background to the area of research and defined the purpose of
this study. The specific research questions have also been stated as well as the demarcations
of the study. The following chapter will cover previous research conducted within the areas of
each research question.
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2 Literature Review

 body of literature has emerged in the last 15 to 20 years that examines corporate event
sponsorship as a distinct marketing communications vehicle that complements a firm’s

marketing communications program. This chapter examines and presents existing literature
concerning the previously stated research questions. At the end of this chapter the Conceptual
Framework of this study will be presented.

2.1 The role of event sponsorship
To understand the role of event sponsorship Meenaghan (1983) looks at the possible
objectives with the sponsorship of an event. He divides the objectives into three categories
and explains the categories of sponsorship objectives as follows.

• Media objectives.
Theses relate to obtaining access to cost-effective media coverage or reaching desired
target markets more effectively.

• Market objectives.
These relate to the promotion of specific products or brands to either boost sales or to
reinforce awareness and consumer perception of the product or brand.

• Corporate objectives.
These objectives deal with creating and maintaining a credible and favorable image
for the company (ibid).

Sandler and Shani state that empirical studies conducted outside USA (UK, Ireland and South
Africa) points to marketing objectives as the objective of primary importance. Sandler and
Shani (1993) also notes that according to surveys, conducted in UK and USA, such as
Gardner and Shuman’s (1987) survey conducted at 300 random companies from the Fortune
500 list, corporate objectives were most important followed by marketing objectives and then
media objectives. Sandler and Shani (1993) continues to state that even if marketing
objectives are of primary importance recent studies seem to give more prominence to broader
corporate objectives.

Cornwell et al. (2001) propose that generating brand awareness accrues naturally from
sponsorship. Perhaps the sponsor wants to achieve name recognition - raising the profile of
the corporate brand.

Pope (1998) has constructed a table that gives an oversight of what variables that go under the
different objectives, and he also adds Personal Objectives to the list. The table is presented on
the next page.

A
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Table 1 - Aggregated objectives for corporations involved in sponsorship of sport

Corporate
Objectives

Marketing
Objectives Media Objectives Personal Objectives

Public awareness Business relations Generate visibility Management interest

Corporate image Reach target market Generate publicity

Public perception Brand positioning Enhance ad campaign

Community involvement
Increase sales Avoid clutter

Financial relations Sampling Target specify

Client entertainment

Government relations

Employee relations

Compete with other
companies

Source: Adapted from Pope (1998)

Many companies now sponsor events routinely as part of their promotional activities; but
Javalgi et al. (1994) suggest that the objectives tend to be vague. Javalgi et al. (1994) opine
that sponsorship is the underwriting of a special event with the object of supporting
organizational objectives by:

• Enhancing corporate Image
• Increase awareness of brands
• Stimulating sales of products and services
• Leveraging corporate reputation.

As with many forms of marketing communications, one of the primary objectives of event
sponsorship is to contribute to brand equity (Keller, 1993). Examining brand equity from the
consumer’s viewpoint focuses on consumer responses to the marketing efforts of a brand. The
framework of brand equity from the consumer’s viewpoint, known as customer-based brand
equity, is defined as the differential effect of brand knowledge on consumer response to the
marketing of that brand (Keller, 1993). A conceptual model developed by Keller, presented
by Keller (1993) states that customer-based brand equity is made up of two dimensions: brand
awareness and brand image.

Olkkonen (1999) summarizes some examples of factors, attributing the growth in sponsorship
over the last decade, in the following list:

• Escalating costs in advertising. Media advertising costs have continued to rise and
companies are replacing some of their advertising with sponsorship activities.
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• Using sponsorship is a more obvious path to achieve distinctiveness than “traditional”
advertising. This is mostly due to the rapidly increasing “noise” in the mass media,
which decreases the effectiveness of advertising.

• As a result of products and services resembling each other more and more, the
importance of brands has increased. Sponsorship is perceived to be an effective way to
build a distinctive product/service profile.

• Changing lifestyles of consumers. The growth in the amount of leisure time has made
sports and cultural activities increasingly popular.

• On the other hand, governmental subsidies for the above mentioned activities are
decreasing. Consequently, business life can play an important part in financing these
activities.

• The growing number of media has led to a situation, in which the demand for sports
and cultural programs is increasing. A company can achieve media coverage by
sponsoring popular sports, or cultural events, or persons towards which (or whom) an
increasing amount of media attention is directed.

• The suitability of sponsorship for company or product image development.
• Sponsorship involvement can also provide taxation benefits.
• Developments in telecommunications and broadcast media offer a global platform for

sponsored activities, which have the ability to attract audiences worldwide.

McDonald (1991) states that sponsorship, like any promotion, affects the image people have
of the sponsor. Yet few companies appear to take the trouble to find out what this effect is, or
plan to exploit it to their own best advantage (ibid). McDonald (1991) starts with the
assumption that sponsorship promotes the sponsoring company, and is intended to do so,
however it may not always be safe to make this assumption. There are no doubt still some
companies which go into sponsorship with no more than a vague feeling that they ought to do
something charitable, because there are opportunities for corporate entertaining, or because
the cause is dear to the chairman, and which look no further for proof of the effectiveness than
a high profile recognition in the media (ibid).

McDonald (1991) states that most sponsorship deals are long-term relationships. If the
sponsor is visible at all, it is bound to affect the image of the company as surely as the
company’s logo and livery (ibid). McDonald (1991) further states that there often is an
objective to enhance some desirable aspects of image. Synergy is sought between the event
and company values: if one can directly link the event to a product, so much the better (ibid).
Images commonly measured in tracking studies, such as company size and importance,
product quality, leadership in technology, being modern and up-to-date, and similar
“corporate” values, may well not be seen as relevant to sponsorship (ibid). However there is
certainly evidence that size/importance is a necessary condition, although it is not a sufficient
condition. None of these values are self-evident reasons for a company to sponsor, and they
may just as well be perceived or believed whether or not the company is known to be a
sponsor.

McDonald (1991) discusses sponsorship, considered as promotion, as not talking directly
about the company or its products, as other promotion does. It taps into quite a different area
of consciousness. A sponsor is supporting, or even making possible something that is dear to
your hart (or at least something you recognize as a “good thing” even if you are not yourself
concerned). In this way the sponsor becomes your friend and ally, and generates a different
kind of goodwill, one that may be difficult to put into words. McDonald (1991) further states
that this goodwill, stemming from approval of the sponsorship itself, may quite well be
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hidden behind a veil of cynicism (of course it is only another kind of advertising, the company
is not doing it for love, etc.), and yet be real. This aspect of image certainly needs a different
kind of measurement, which may well be more difficult to get at than the traditional
“corporate values”; but this is where we might expect to find the relevant emotions which
respond to sponsorship (ibid).

2.2 Event sponsorship to create image
In this section, studies concerning the role of event sponsorship to influence the brand image
will be reviewed.

2.2.1 Event sponsorship
One of the primary activities of brand management is brand building (Cornwell & Roy,
2003). Brand building is concerned with shaping and reinforcing a brand image that is
remembered easily by consumers and is consistent over time. The building blocks of brand
image are brand associations. These associations are the bits of information a consumer holds
about a brand (ibid). The benefit of strong brand associations is that the brand develops a
strong relationship to the product category, specific product attribute, or specific usage
situation in the mind of the consumer (ibid).

Selecting Sponsorship Events
What specific factors should a company consider when selecting an event? Shimp (2003)
suggests that the following questions represent a good starting point when evaluating whether
an event represents a suitable association for a brand:

1. Is the event consistent with the brand image, and will benefit the image?
2. Does the event offer a strong likelihood of reaching the targeted audience?
3. Is this event one that the competition has previously sponsored, and is there a risk in
sponsoring the event of being perceived as “me-tooistic” and confusing the target audience as
to the sponsor’s identity?
4. Is the event cluttered?
5. Does the event complement existing sponsorship and fit with other Marketing
Communication programs for the brand?
6. Is this event economically viable?

The Ability to Fulfill Objectives
Meenaghan (1983) states that a very important and overall criterion when selecting an event is
the event’s ability to fulfill stated objectives. Events are recognized to have a capacity to
fulfill more than just one objective. In the case of multiple objectives, these should be ranked
in hierarchal order. It is however important not to ignore the complex interplay between the
different objectives (ibid).

Image Association Potential of the Particular Event
Each individual event has its own personality and perception in the public mind. Therefore,
events differ in the relationships that they developed with the audience. When selecting a
specific event the multidimensional aspects of the event personality must be considered.
Given that each event is capable of delivering image rub-off, the potential for negative
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association also exists. It is necessary to realize that an event that is appropriate for one
company may be inappropriate for another. The ability of a particular event to deliver a
required image by association therefore becomes a critically important criterion in the
sponsorship selection process. (ibid)

Creating Customized Events
Firms are increasingly developing their own events rather than sponsoring existing events
(Shimp 2003). In general, brands are increasingly customizing their own events for at least
two major reasons. First, having a customized event provides a company total control over the
event. Shimp (2003) suggests that this eliminates externally imposed timing demands or other
constraints and also removes the problem with clutter from too many sponsors. Also, the
customized event is developed to match perfectly the brand’s target audience and to maximize
the opportunity to enhance the brand’s image and sales. Shimp (2003) also concludes that a
second reason for the customization trend is that there is a good chance that a specially
designed event is more effective but less costly than a preexisting event.

Ambushing Events
A number of companies engage in what is called ambush marketing, or simply ambushing.
Ambushing takes place when companies that are not official sponsors of an event undertake
marketing efforts to convey the impression that they are (Sandler & Shani, 1989). Shimp
(2003) questions whether it is ethical to ambush a competitor’s sponsorship of an event, but
that a counterargument easily can be made that ambushing is simply a financially prudent way
of offsetting a competitor’s effort to obtain an advantage over your company or brand.

Measuring Success
Whether participating as an official sponsor of an event, customizing your own event, or
ambushing a competitor’s sponsorship, the results from all these efforts must be measured to
determine effectiveness (Shimp 2003). Shimp further states that sponsorship can not be
justified unless there is proof that brand equity and financial objectives are being achieved.
According to Shimp (2003) measuring whether an event has been successful requires, first,
that the brand marketer specify the objective(s) that the sponsorship is intended to
accomplish. Second, to measure results, there has to be a baseline against which to compare
some outcome measure. This baseline is typically a pre-measure of brand awareness, brand
associations, or attitudes prior to sponsoring an event. Third, it is necessary to measure the
same variable after the event to determine whether there has been a positive change from the
baseline pre-measure.

2.2.2 Moderating factors
A number of factors need to be considered before a sponsorship decision is made, Brassington
and Pettit (2000) lists the following:

Relevance
Relevance might be the most important factor of them all. There needs to be a match between
the chosen sponsorship and the target audience that the organization is seeking to influence
(Brassington & Pettit, 2000).

The length of impact
One-off events, unless they are of a very high profile kind, does not generally have the same
capacity to build the community relations or establish familiarity that sponsoring of a sports
league or a series of events could accomplish. However, if the objective is to raise awareness
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on a short-term basis for a new product for instance, a one-off event could be useful
(Brassington & Pettit, 2000).

Uniqueness
Being the sole sponsor in something that is desirable, but not always possible to accomplish,
especially for large international events or sports entities, where the costs are very high.
Sponsoring a major league can, however, provide uniqueness without being the sole sponsor,
as the awareness of the company could rise drastically through television and other forms of
media coverage such as print media and broadcasted media (Brassington & Pettit, 2000).

Spin-off promotion
The potential of spin-off promotion, is another important factor to consider. Spending more
money on advertising and other forms of promotion along with the sponsorship would
maximize the impact of the actual sponsorship (Brassington & Pettit, 2000).

Compatibility
Finally, it is always important to ensure that there exists a compatibility with the sponsor’s
overall promotional objectives. Sometimes personal interests of key personal in the
sponsoring organization could cloud judgment over the real fit with the commercial objectives
and all the cost effectiveness of the sponsorship in question. In that sense, it is recommended
that sponsorship decisions are as calculated and unemotional from a corporate perspective as
any other promotional decisions (Brassington & Pettit, 2000).
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2.2.3 Image creation and image transfer
Meenaghan (1983) states that the degree of compatibility between the event and the
company/product is an important criterion in the event selection. According to Meenaghan,
there should be some kind of linkage between the event and the corporate/product image. If
not, it may attract negative attention or may confuse the potential consumer. Meenaghan
further refers to a study by Waite (1979) and categorizes three types of compatibility links. He
inclines that the event should have at least one of these links, which are described in the
following list below:

1. Product link
The sponsored event uses or is closely associated with the company’s products or
services. One example is when an oil company sponsors motor racing.

2. Product image linked
The image for the sponsored event is similar to the image of the sponsor’s products. For
example a youth oriented company that sponsors a pop concert.

3. Corporate image linked
The sponsored event has an image similar to that of the sponsor’s corporate image. An
example is a banking group that sponsors a school business project.

Gwinner (1997) is focusing on the conceptual development of image transfer in sponsorship.
Extending the concept of meaning transfer from the celebrity endorser literature. Gwinner
(1997) suggests that events act in a manner analogous to endorsers in the transfer of image to
sponsoring brands. Gwinner (1997) is using the framework presented in Figure 2 to theorize
from McCracken’s celebrity endorsement model to suggest that event image is formed from a
number of external and internal factors.

Event type
• Sports related
• Music related
• Festival/fair related

Event Characteristics
• Event size
• Professional status
• Event history
• Event venue
• Promotional appearance

Individual factors
• Number of meanings
• Strength of meanings
• Past history w/event

Event Image Brand Image

Moderating Variables
• Degree of Similarity
• Level of sponsorship
• Event frequency
• Product involvement

Figure 2 – Image Creation

Source: Adapted from Gwinner (1997)
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Through sponsorship, an event’s image, which may be relatively distinct for different
consumer groups, may be transferred through association to the sponsoring product. As
indicated in the figure, several factors may moderate the strength of this image transfer (ibid).

Determinants of event image
Gwinner (1997) states that an event’s image is represented by a particular market segment’s
overall subjective perceptions of the activity. The proposed framework suggests three factors
that may impact one’s perception of a particular event: event type, event characteristics, and
individual factors (ibid).

Event type.
Gwinner (1997) categorizes event types, in accordance with the earlier definition, into at least
five areas: sports related, music related, festival/fair related, fine arts related (e.g., ballet, art
exhibit, theatre, etc.), and professional meeting/trade show related. The type of event impacts
event image in a variety of ways. First, it conjures up image associations in the mind of the
consumer. That is, most individuals, through past patronage or other forms of exposure
(word-of-mouth, television, etc.) will develop some attitudes (i.e., positive or negative
predispositions towards an event) regarding particular events. These attitudes will serve to
frame the image of the particular event type. Note however, that one’s attitude towards an
event is only one part of an event’s image. One’s attitude towards an event represents a
summary of experiences resulting in some general predisposition to respond to an event in a
consistently favorable or unfavorable manner (ibid). Event image reflects the meaning of the
event for an individual, and can be characterized using descriptive labels that represent a
summation of one’s perceptions. These labels, termed image associations, would include:
youthful, mature, carefree, adventurous, educational, social, traditional, exclusive, common,
liberal, conservative, high class, family oriented, children oriented, cerebral, athletic, artistic,
pride, political, etc. Thus, event image can be thought of as a collection of image associations
(ibid). These factors, perceptions based on past experiences, event activities, and the number
and type of spectator/participant, constitute one aspect that will serve to shape consumers’
overall subjective perceptions of a given event (Gwinner 1997).

Event characteristics
Within a given event type (e.g., music concert series, trade show, etc.), a number of
characteristics will vary from event to event (Gwinner 1997). The “level” of the following
five event characteristics will likely influence consumers’ perceptions of an event’s overall
image: event size, professional status of participants (professional or amateur),
tradition/history associated with the event, event venue, and promotional appearance (ibid).
Gwinner (1997) considers event size along a number of dimensions, including length of event,
level of media exposure (local, regional, national, international), number of performers (if
applicable), and amount of physical space occupied. The same type of event, for example
electronic industry trade shows, can vary along all of these dimensions, creating different
images for the same event type. Likewise, other event characteristics such as the professional
status of performers (professional versus amateur) or the venue in which the event is staged
(e.g., temperature, convenience, physical condition, etc.) will impact one’s overall assessment
of the event’s image (ibid). Gwinner (1997) theorize that, in most cases, perceptions of
quality, legitimacy, and attendance desirability will be higher with long running, large,
elaborately staged events, featuring professionals in attractive and convenient venues.
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Gwinner (1997) states that additionally, a sponsoring firm may be perceived as making an
event possible for the consumer and that the perception may be especially strong for small
events which often have difficulty securing financial support. In this sense, the consumer does
not view the sponsorship as a form of promotion, but rather the sponsoring brand is seen as
providing a service to the attendee, and a level of goodwill is generated by the firm (ibid).
Again, the skepticism that can be associated with traditional advertising may be
circumvented. Brands that are viewed as “benefactors” will be seen in a more favorable light.
The consumer may even feel the need or desire to reciprocate by purchasing the brand.

Individual factors
Because of the large number of factors influencing event image and the unique manner in
which participants may interpret those factors, an event may have different images for
different individuals (Gwinner 1997). Gwinner (1997) further defines three individual factors
that may impact event image: the number of images an individual associates with an event;
the strength of the particular image; and the past history one has with a specific event. This
last factor differs from the “past experience” factor discussed under event type. Past history
refers to the unique experiences associated with a specific event, whereas past experiences
refer to encounters with a general event type (ibid). Events that consumers perceive as having
multiple images will be more difficult to associate with a single identity. This will be
compounded when the meanings are of a conflicting nature. Thus, an individual with many
event associations may have a shifting image of the event, depending on which association is
currently most salient (ibid). Gwinner (1997) further explains that related to this is that images
can be very strong or relatively weak. It is likely that a single strong image will dominate over
several weaker ones. This will cause an event image to be consistent over time, but limits the
richness that multiple image associations would confer. Finally, an individual’s personal
history with a particular event may have an impact on one’s perception of an event’s image. A
long history will typically lead to a more ingrained and consistent image. An individual that
has attended or has been associated with an event for a substantial time period may also have
nostalgic feelings that become associated with the event’s image (ibid). Events that have
multiple or vague images pose problems for a firm’s sponsorship selection decision because it
becomes more difficult to predict the image that may become associated with the event, and
ultimately “transferred” to the product. The above discussion leads Gwinner (1997) to the
following research propositions:

I short, Gwinner (1997) has identified the following three broad areas that influence the
creation of an event’s image: event type, event characteristics, and individual factors.
Gwinner (1997) continues by discussing constructs that may moderate the relationship
between event image and brand image.

Moderators between event image and brand image
The first moderating factor to be discussed by Gwinner (1997) in the image transfer process is
the degree of similarity between the event and the sponsor. A product can have either
functional or image related similarity with an event. Functional similarity occurs when a
sponsoring product is actually used by participants during the event (ibid). Interestingly, some
sponsors do not appear to be linked to the events they sponsor. It is suggested here that either
functional or image based similarities forge stronger ties and help the consumer to link the
event image with the brand (ibid). A second factor that may moderate the image transfer from
event to sponsoring brand is the level of sponsorship. Sponsorship arrangements can run the
gamut from a single sponsor to hundreds of sponsors at many different levels (ibid). Often,
events allowing multiple sponsors will offer different “levels” of sponsorship. By contributing
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different dollar amounts to the event, the sponsor can buy enhanced packages. These
enhancements include better sign/banner location, more frequent media mentions, and
premium ticket and hospitality packages. Exclusive sponsorship, or at least a dominant
position, will increase the likelihood of meaning transfer from the event to the sponsoring
brand by more firmly establishing the link between event and brand (ibid).

Moderators between event image and attitude towards the brand
As Gwinner (1997) discussed, one’s attitude towards the event will help to shape one’s image
of the event. Thus, event attitude is a component of event image. Likewise, attitude towards
the brand is considered under this framework as a component of brand image (ibid).
Theorizing from the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) by Petty and Cacioppo, Gwinner
concludes that when the sponsoring brand is a low involvement product, event image will be a
potent force in determining brand attitude. Conversely, the promotional benefit, in terms of
attitude change, for high involvement products appears to be small. Product involvement is
only likely to be applicable when the sponsorship is focused at the brand level, as opposed to
the sponsorship focus being at the firm level (ibid).

2.3 Evaluation of sponsorship
As sponsorship has grown, so has the demand for accountability, considering the fact that
companies are paying higher prices for events. As well as those bracing themselves for
uncertain economic prospects, have an increased need to justify costs. However, while
sponsorship can be evaluated, the choice of sponsorship evaluation and measurement methods
is more problematic (Busby, Wingfield, 2002).

Busby and Wingfield (2002) states what can be measured in the list that follows:

• Changes in awareness and Image – By conducting pre-activity research and post-
activity research a company can determine a shift in consumer awareness and
perception.

• Sales impact – There are two ways to make sales analysis easier: use short-term
localized sponsorships that aid comparison with control areas, and design a tie-in
using tangibles such as a voucher redemption scheme.

With sponsorship as a central role in the corporate thinking, it becomes more important to
understand consumer reaction to sponsorship of events and to research the influence of
sponsorship on attitudes and behavior (Sandler & Shani, 1993).

The measurement of sponsorship effects linked research investigates how sponsorship
influences consumers (Olkkonen, 1999). Most of the studies looking at the effects of
sponsorship on consumers measure the impact of the sponsorship effort/exposure on the recall
and recognition of sponsors, as well as consumers’ attitudes towards, and impressions of
sponsorships in general (ibid). Sandler and Shani (1993) state that the first step in sponsorship
effectiveness is the correct identification of a firm as a sponsor. Lee, Sandler and Shani (1997)
constructed a model to measure consumers’ attitudes towards a sponsored event, towards
commercialization in general and towards behavioral intent. Olivier and Kraak (1997)
mention three special areas influencing the effect of a sponsorship and of sponsorship
exposure. These are history (including the sponsors earlier market position and sponsorship
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consistency), consumer response drivers (event exploitation, sponsorship exploitation), and
the status of the sponsored event.

Meenaghan (1983) proposes four categories of methods to use when evaluating a sponsorship.

• Measuring the sales effectiveness of the sponsorship.
When comparing sales volume before the sponsored event with sales volume after the
sponsored event.

• Measuring the media coverage resulting from the sponsorship.
Measurement of how much publicity an event has generated in newspapers, television,
and radio.

• Measuring the communications effectiveness of the sponsorship.
Measurement of to what degree the sponsoring brand has been communicated through
the sponsored event.

• Measuring the continuing appropriateness of the chosen sponsorship over time.
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Abratt and Grobler (1989) created a process to be used by companies to evaluate sport
sponsorship, a table of the process is presented below and then the steps of the process are
explained.

Step 1. Set objectives

Yes No

Step 2. Assign responsibility for
sponsorship evaluation

Yes No

Step 3. Decide under which promotional
mix element sponsorship falls

Yes No

Step 4. Set objectives for each
promotional mix element

Yes No

Step 5. Establish when to evaluate

Yes No

Step 6. Choose measurement technique

Yes No

Step 7. Performance satisfactory

Yes No

Success

Check
Objectives

Check
measures
used

List:
Advertising
Personal Selling
Sales Promotion
Publicity/PR

List:
Before
During
After
Combination

Figure 3 - A Framework for the Evaluation of Sport Sponsorship

Source: Adapted from Abratt & Grobler, 1989 p.360
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1. The starting point is the setting of the objectives of the sponsorship. There is no point
trying to proceed or even evaluate results unless measurable objectives are set. Ideally
the bias should be towards quantifiable objectives. Where management believes
qualitative objectives are important they should make sure these are quantifiable
(ibid).

2. A specific person needs to be made responsible for the sport sponsorship evaluation.
Since the various promotional mix elements are involved in sport sponsorship, it
makes logical sense to assign somebody from ‘marketing’ to be responsible for
evaluation. However, many factors could influence the decision, such as
organizational structure and the importance of the sport sponsorship in overall
company strategy. Where the sports sponsor has an internal marketing research
department or has access to an external market researcher, close liaison between these
people and the incumbent responsible for sports sponsorship should take place (ibid).

3. Decide which promotional mix elements are involved. The list acts as a reminder of
which elements to choose from. Once the elements have been identified, the initial
objectives set can be categorized into each mix element (ibid).

4. Once initial objectives have been categorized into mix elements, gaps can be
identified, particularly in two areas. Firstly in terms of relevance and measurability
and secondly whether each mix elements has specific objectives (ibid).

5. The list indicates the time periods available for evaluation. The most comprehensive
way to evaluate over a period of time, which implies a combination of the time
periods. The important issues are that if only one period is chosen it might be difficult
to compare results whereas if a combination of periods is chosen, a benchmark or base
data need to be established so that a measurement comparison can be made (ibid).

6. Choose the relevant measurement technique. This is a very important step in the
evaluation process, hence the need for well-defined and measurable objectives.

7. The final step is to compare the results obtained to the objectives set. If the
performance meets or exceeds the objectives the sponsorship is considered a success.
If not two things need to be reviewed: the objectives set and the measure used. The
measure techniques should be checked to ensure that it did indeed obtain the results
given and whether they where the correct techniques to use (ibid).

2.4 Frame of reference
This chapter has so far introduced a theoretical review of the literature regarding the research
questions. Following the order of our research questions we will in this section try to clarify
and motivate how we have conceptualized each research question.

2.4.1 Reasons companies use event sponsorship to communicate brand image
RQ1 - Why do companies engage in event sponsorship activities?

Regarding research question number one, we look at the summary of reasons by Ollkonen
(1999) stated below.

• Escalating costs in advertising. Media advertising costs have continued to rise and
companies are replacing some of their advertising with sponsorship activities.
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• Using sponsorship is a more obvious path to achieve distinctiveness than “traditional”
advertising. This is mostly due to the rapidly increasing “noise” in the mass media,
which decreases the effectiveness of advertising.

• As a result of products and services resembling each other more and more, the
importance of brands has increased. Sponsorship is perceived to be an effective way to
build a distinctive product/service profile.

• Changing lifestyles of consumers. The growth in the amount of leisure time has made
sports and cultural activities increasingly popular.

• The growing number of media has led to a situation, in which the demand for sports
and cultural programs is increasing. A company can achieve media coverage by
sponsoring popular sports, or cultural events, or persons towards which (or whom) an
increasing amount of media attention is directed.

• The suitability of sponsorship for company or product image development.

• Sponsorship involvement can also provide taxation benefits.

• Developments in telecommunications and broadcast media offer a global platform for
sponsored activities, which have the ability to attract audiences worldwide.

2.4.2 How companies use event sponsorship to communicate brand image
RQ2 - How do Automobile companies use event sponsorship to communicate their brand
image?

Regarding research question number two, how event sponsorship is used to communicate
brand image, we will use Shimp’s (2003) approach to sponsorship, and Gwinner’s (1997)
moderating factors in the image transfer process. Brassington & Pettit (2000) is used to get a
view of the external factors considered when conducting a sponsorship.

• Selecting sponsorship events (Shimp, 2003).

• Customizing events
Firms are increasingly developing their own events rather than sponsoring existing
events (Shimp 2003).

• The degree of similarity between the event and the sponsor
A product can have either functional or image related similarity with an event
(Gwinner, 1997).

• The level of sponsorship
Sponsorship arrangements can run the gamut from a single sponsor to hundreds of
sponsors at many different levels (Gwinner, 1997).
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• Relevance - There needs to be a match between the chosen sponsorship and the target
audience that the organization is seeking to influence (Brassington & Pettit, 2000).

• The length of impact - One-off event, unless they are of a very high profile kind, does
not generally have the same capacity to build the community relations or establish
familiarity that sponsoring of a sports league or a series of events could accomplish.
However, if the objective is to raise awareness on a short-term basis for a new product
for instance, a one-off event could be useful (Brassington & Pettit, 2000).

• Uniqueness - Being the sole sponsor in something that is desirable, but not always
possible to accomplish, especially for large international events or sports entities,
where the costs are very high. Sponsoring a major league can, however, provide
uniqueness without being the sole sponsor, as the awareness of the company could rise
drastically through television and other forms of media coverage such as print media
and broadcasted media (Brassington & Pettit, 2000).

• Spin-off promotion - The potential of spin-off promotion is another important factor to
consider. Spending more money on advertising and other forms of promotion along
with the sponsorship would maximize the impact of the actual sponsorship
(Brassington & Pettit, 2000).

• Compatibility - It is always important to ensure that there exists a compatibility with
the sponsor’s overall promotional objectives (Brassington & Pettit, 2000).

Moderating factors
• Determinants of event image (Gwinner, 1997)

-Event type
-Event characteristics
-Individual factors

• Moderators between event image and brand image (Gwinner, 1997)
-Functional or image related similarity
-Level of sponsorship

• Moderators between event image and attitude towards the brand (Gwinner, 1997)
-Product Involvement.

2.4.3 Evaluation of the Event Effectiveness
RQ3 - How is the effectiveness of the event sponsorship evaluated?

Regarding the evaluation of event effectiveness, we will look at methods of measuring the
effectiveness of events. To determine how the companies evaluate the effectiveness of the
sponsorship and answering our third research question we have decided to rely on
Meenaghan’s (1983) theory of methods to use when evaluating a sponsorship. The four
methods to use according to Meenaghan (1983) are:

• Measuring the sales effectiveness of the sponsorship.
• Measuring the media coverage resulting from the sponsorship.
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• Measuring the communications effectiveness of the sponsorship.
• Measuring the continuing appropriateness of the chosen sponsorship over time.

We have chosen to also use Abratt and Grobler’s (1989) suggested model concerning the
process of evaluating the sponsorship as this model gives us a step-by-step instruction and a
sequential order of tools to use when evaluating the sponsorship, tools we feel are missing in
Meenaghans (1983) theory. The different steps in this model in sequential order are:

• Step 1. Set objectives
• Step 2. Assign responsibility for sponsorship evaluation
• Step 3. Decide under which promotional mix element sponsorship falls
• Step 4. Set objectives for each promotional mix element
• Step 5. Establish when to evaluate
• Step 6. Choose measurement technique
• Step 7. Performance satisfactory

2.4.4 Emerged frame of reference
The previous section covered a conceptualization of the theories and models that will be the
base for answering our research questions and purpose. Below is a model of the frame of
reference used to illustrate how our research questions are connected and how they will cover
the purpose of the study. The model shows the natural evolution of a sponsorship in our
belief, where why precedes how and the chain ends with evaluation that reconnects and
interacts with the process of how the sponsorship is used.

Event sponsorship

RQ 1

Why?

RQ 2

How?

RQ 3

Evaluate
- Escalating costs
- Distinctive
- Effective
- Changing lifestyles
- Media coverage
- Suitability
- Taxation benefits
- Global platform

- Compatibility
- Relevance
- Uniqueness
- Length of impact
- Spin-Off promotion
- Event type
- Event characteristics
- Individual factors
- Functional or image

related similarity
- Level of sponsorship
- Product involvement

- Sales effectiveness
- Media coverage
- Communication

effectiveness
- Appropriateness
- Evaluation model

Figure 4 - Emerged frame of reference

Source: Authors own construct
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2.5 Summary
This chapter has presented a literature review of the area of. This chapter has examined and
presented existing literature concerning the previously stated research questions. And at the
end of this chapter the Conceptual Framework of this study was presented
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3 Methodology

n this chapter the methodology used in this thesis will be described. The reader will be
guided through the different perspectives of methodology. Justifications for choice of

methods will be made. Lastly the choice of methods is presented in a summarizing figure.

3.1 Research purpose
To state the purpose of the research means to inform the reader about what one wants to
achieve, and how the result can be used (Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul, 2001). The purpose
of a study can be grouped in different ways. Eriksson and Wiedersheim (2001), Lundahl and
Skärvad (1999) provides us with definitions for the following grouping, which we have
chosen to use, where the purpose of the study could be:

• To describe
• To explain
• To explore

3.1.1 To describe
According to Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul (2001), if the researcher’s purpose is to describe,
the study is called descriptive. Descriptive research can be of varying character; one can for
example describe conditions, events, courses of events, or actions. To describe means that you
depict – register and document, to identify and map-out. To describe also means choose
perspective, aspects, level, terms and concepts, observe, register, systematize, classify, and
interpret. A good description is usually a necessary foundation when the researcher wants to
explain, understand, predict, or decide.(ibid)

3.1.2 To explain
According to Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul (2001), when the purpose of a study is to explain
the study is called explanatory. To explain means to analyze causes and connections.
Explanations are made from different kinds of starting points, in the same way as descriptive
research. These starting points have to be precisely stated, and they have to inform the reader
about what the explanation is going to be used for and to whom it is aimed. There is not one
single model that is the correct one to use regarding a certain phenomenon, which means that
the researcher has to consider using different models. This also means that using one single
model will not be sufficient to reach a complete explanation. (ibid)

3.1.3 To explore
According to Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul (2001), when the purpose of the study is to
explore, it is called exploratory or preparatory. This kind of research is used when one wants
to:

I
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• Formulate and precise a problem
• Give the researcher an orientation in the framing of the research questions
• Give the researcher an orientation about what is previously known within the subject
• Achieve a precised and coherent research plan.(ibid)

Exploratory studies are commonly conducted through expert interviews, literature studies, and
case studies. (Lundahl & Skärvad, 1999)

It is however not necessary to choose one of these purposes for the research. Eriksson and
Wiedersheim-Paul (2001) states that the purpose is likely to change during the course of the
study. There are many different reasons for this: the investigators interest and knowledge has
changed during the course of the work, the original purpose turned out to be unrealistic in
perspective to the amount of the disposable time, the difficulties in collecting data might be to
many.

This study will formulate a problem and give us as researchers an orientation in the framing
of the research questions and what is previously known within the subject. However, the main
purpose of this study is to be descriptive. We aim to register and document, to identify and
map-out. We also aim to choose perspective, aspects, level, terms and concepts, observe,
register, systematize, classify, and interpret the data we collect. This will help us achieve our
stated purpose which is “gain a better understanding of the role of event marketing in
communicating brand image by companies”. The study will end by being somewhat
explanatory as we analyze the causes and connections, and answer our research questions.

3.2 Research approach
Studies can, according to Denscombe (1998), be divided into quantitative and qualitative
research, based on the research’s type of data. Qualitative research have a tendency to
apprehend words as the central unit of analysis, be associated with description, small scaled
studies, a holistic perspective, involvement from the researcher, and a open research design
(ibid). Quantitative research tend to be associated as having numbers as the central unit of
analysis, be associated with analysis, large scaled studies, specific focus, neutrality from
researchers, and a predestinated research design (ibid). The most visible factor that distinct
qualitative research from quantitative research is the focus on word rather than numbers as
unit of analysis (ibid).

According to Holme & Solvang (1991), qualitative research is less formalized than
quantitative research. Central in qualitative research is to reach a deeper and more complete
understanding of the data collected and the problem studied. Several variables are investigated
from a few numbers of entities. Since the primary purpose is to reach a deeper understanding
of the research problem, there is no need to draw any general conclusions. Typical for this
approach is also closeness to the source of information. (ibid)

According to Holme & Solvang (1991), quantitative research is formalized and structured. It
treats the research problem in a broad perspective and aims to make generalizations. The
results from quantitative research are assumed to be measurable and presentable in figures.
Quantitative research is very much controlled by the researcher and statistical methods have a
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central role in the analysis of quantitative information. In a quantitative approach, few
variables are studied but on a large number of entities. (ibid)

The choice of approach should be based on the purpose of the research. This study has a
qualitative approach rather than a quantitative one in order to get more in-depth information
and to better fulfill the previously stated purpose.

3.3 Research strategy
 Yin (2003) identifies and discusses five different strategies to choose among when
conducting a research: experiment, survey, archival analysis, history and case study.
The method to use is dependent on the form of research question, the amount of control the
researcher has over actual behavioral events, and the degree of focus on contemporary events
versus historical events (Ibid). Below, in Table 2, the different strategies available is outlined.

Table 2 – Relevant situations for different research strategies

Strategy Form of research
question

Requires Control of
Behavioral Events?

Focuses on
Contemporary Events?

Experiment How, why? Yes Yes
Survey Who, what, where,

how many, how
much?

No Yes

Archival analysis Who, what, where,
how many, how

much?

No Yes/No

History How, why? No No
Case study How, why? No Yes

Source: Yin (2003) p. 5

When looking at the research question constructed in chapter one and applying Yin’s outline,
all strategies available suits the research questions. As this study does not require control of
behavioral events we exclude experiment as a strategy to use when conducting the research.
Furthermore this study focus on how companies uses events to communicate brand image, i.e.
it focuses on contemporary events, and so history is dismissed as a method to use. The options
left are then: survey, archival analysis, and case study. These will be explained deeper below
to determine which one that would suite this thesis the best.

3.3.2 Survey
A survey gives exact but shallow data and is most appropriate when studying many entities
and few variables (Eriksson & Wiedershem-Paul, 2001)
Denscombe (2003) lists three characteristics of the survey as a strategy:

• Wide and inclusive coverage. Implicit in the notion of ‘survey’ is the idea that the
research should have a wide coverage – a breath of view. That is a quantitative

• At a specific point in time. The purpose of mapping surveys is usually to ‘bring things
up to date’.

• Empirical research. A survey involves the idea of getting out of the chair, going out of
the office and purposely seeking the necessary information ‘out there’. The researcher
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that adopts the survey approach tends to look at things that can be measured and
recorded.

3.3.3 Archival analysis
Archival analysis involves collecting secondary data collected by someone else for another
purpose than the present study. The fact that the data has been gathered for another purpose
than one’s own may cause problems. The positive with archival analysis on the other hand is
that it is a relative easy and cheap way to conduct the study (Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul,
2001).

3.3.4 Case study
In general, case studies are the preferred strategy when “how” or “why” questions are being
posed, when the investigator has little control over events, and when the focus is on a
contemporary phenomenon within some real-life context (Yin, 2003). The case study is an
empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real life context
(ibid).

As our study is of a qualitative nature and does not include precise and quantitative data
archival analysis did not suit our study’s qualitative approach. A survey is a quantitative
strategy that goes for a wide coverage and as our study is aiming at a qualitative deeper
perspective the survey is dismissed as a strategy to use. This leaves us with the strategy of a
case study. As a case study gives a detailed view it will be the best strategy to help us obtain
the wanted depth and therefore it will be the strategy used in this thesis.

3.4 Data Collection
Eriksson and Wiedersheim-Paul (2001) divides data collection into three possible ways:
documentation, interviews, and direct observations. All the options does not always lead to
the same goal, the time to use them may vary, and may also put special requirements on the
researcher (Ibid). Yin (2003) agrees with Eriksson and Wiedersheim-Paul (2001) concerning
the ways of data collection but adds three more ways: archival records, participant
observations, and physical artifacts. The sources of evidence is presented below in Table 3,
what is notable is that no single source has a complete advantage over all the others (Yin
2003). In fact the different sources complement each other, a good case study will therefore
use as many sources of evidence as possible (Ibid).
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Table 3 – Six Sources of Evidence: Strengths and Weaknesses

Source of
evidence Strengths

Weaknesses

Documentation

• Stable: can be reviewed repeatedly
• Unobtrusive: not created as a result

of the case
• Exact: contains exact names,

references, and details for an event
• Broad Coverage: long span of time,

many events, and many settings

• Retrievability: can be low
• Biased selectivity: if collection is

incomplete
• Returning bias: reflects

(unknown) bias of author
• Access: may be deliberately

blocked

Archival
Records

• (Same as above for documentation)
• Precise and quantitative

• (Same as above for
documentation)

• Accessibility due to privacy
reasons

Interviews

• Targeted: focuses directly on case
study topic

• Insightful: provides perceived
casual inferences

• Bias due to poorly constructed
questionnaires

• Response bias
• Inaccuracies due to poor recall
• Reflexivity: interviewee gives

what interviewer wants to hear.

Direct
Observations

• Reality: covers event in real time
• Contextual: covers context of event

• Time consuming
• Selectivity: unless broad coverage
• Reflexivity: event may proceed

differently because it is observed
• Cost: hours needed by human

observers

Participant
Observation

• Same as for direct observations)
• Insightful into inter-personal

behavior and motives.

• (Same as for direct observations)
• Bias due to investigators

manipulation of event
Physical
Artifacts

• Insightful into cultural features
• Insightful into technical operations

• Selectivity
• Availability

Source: Yin (2003) p. 86

Yin (2003) explains that the source of evidence found in the document category consists of
letters, written reports, administrative documents, formal studies, and newspaper clippings.
According to Yin (2003) the most important use of documents, for case studies, is to
corroborate and augment evidence from other sources. Further he explains archival records to
include service records, organizational records, maps and charts, lists, survey data, and
personal records. These and other archival records can be used in conjunction with other
sources of information in producing a case study. However, unlike documentary evidence, the
usefulness will vary from case study to case study (Ibid). Yin (2003) explains interviews as
one of the most important sources of case study information. Interviews are an essential
source of case study evidence (Ibid).

There are different types of interviews: open-ended interviews, focused interviews, and
formalized surveys. The most common is the open-ended interview. The researcher then has
the opportunity to ask respondents for the facts of a matter as well as for respondents’
opinions about events. It is possible to ask the respondent about his or her insight into certain
occurrences and may use such propositions as the basis for further inquiry. The focused
interview can still be of an open-ended nature but the respondent is interviewed for shorter
period of time and the researcher is more likely to be following a certain set of questions
derived from the case study protocol. The purpose of such an interview may be to confirm
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facts that the researcher already think have been established and not ask about other topics of
a broader, open-ended nature. The formal survey involves structured questions that are
designed as part of a case study. (Yin, 2003)

By doing a field visit to the case study “site”, you are creating an opportunity to conduct
direct observations (Yin, 2003). The observations can range from formal to casual data
collection activities according to Yin (2003). Observational evidence is often useful in
providing additional information about the topic being studied (Ibid). Yin continues to explain
participant observation as a special mode of observation, in which you are not merely a
passive observer. Instead you assume a number of roles within a case and might even
participate in the events being studied. Yin (2003) lastly he explains physical artifacts as a
tool or instrument, a work of art, or some physical evidence. Physical evidence has less
potential relevance in the most typical kind of case study.

Data collected can be divided into primary data and secondary data (Saunders, Lewis &
Thornhill, 2003). Primary data is new data collected specifically for the purpose of the study
whereas secondary data is data already collected for another purpose (Ibid).

Three principles of data collection to keep in mind according to Yin (2003) are:
• To use multiple sources
• To create a case study database
• To maintain a chain of evidence

This study excludes artifacts as the study does not need evidence of cultural features,
observations as they are to expensive and time consuming to use, and archival records as they
are precise and quantitative and does not fit the qualitative nature of this thesis. The methods
of data collection used in this study are focused interviews, which is primary data, and
documentation, which is secondary data. Focused interviews are used because it suited the
purpose of this thesis the best, and because of the limited time available.

3.5 Sample selection
Saunders et.al (2003) argue that non probability sampling is best used in for example case
studies and market surveys, which is when a deeper understanding of a problem is required.
Since we desire an enhanced understanding of the topic of this thesis, we have therefore
chosen to conduct non-probability sampling. In this thesis, sampling has been conducted
through the purposive sampling method which, according to Saunders et.al (2003) allow us to
use our judgment to choose a case firm that best enabled us to answer our research questions,
and to meet the objectives of our study.

When choosing companies for the empirical data collection of the study, we based our
selection on the automobile industry. According to Haag (1999) there are few industries
where the brand is such an important asset as in the car industry. Cars therefore have very
strong brands, and are differentiated on an emotional basis through branding.

After deciding upon which area of research to focus on, we started to investigate what would
be an interesting company to study. Due to its extensive visibility in the media we found Saab
automobile to be the most interesting alternative. Saab automobile was contacted and after
being informed about the purpose of the study gave us the permission to have Saab
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automobile as our case study firm. In our sample selection, we contacted the head responsible
for the company’s event marketing and this were the person who became our respondent. As
we now have clarified how the sample of this study was selected, we will in the next section
discuss the data analysis.

3.6 Data analysis
Data analysis consists of examining, categorizing, tabulating, testing, or otherwise
recombining both quantitative and qualitative evidence to address the initial propositions of a
study (Yin, 2003). Further Yin (2003) writes that before data may actually be analyzed, a
researcher using case studies may choose from three general analytical strategies:

Relying on theoretical propositions – According to Yin (2003) the most preferred strategy is
to follow the theoretical propositions that led to your case study. The researcher derives his
research questions from previous studies. The data collected is then compared to the findings
of previous studies. This strategy helps the researcher to focus on relevant data and to ignore
irrelevant data, and is the strategy adopted in this thesis.

Thinking about rival explanations – A second general analytic strategy tries to define and test
rival explanations (Yin, 2003). This strategy can, according to Yin (2003), be related to the
first, in that the original theoretical propositions might have included rival hypotheses.
However, the strategy is relevant even in the absence of such theoretical propositions and is
especially useful in doing case study evaluations.

Developing a case description – A third general analytic strategy is to develop a descriptive
framework for organizing the case study (Yin, 2003). This strategy is, according to Yin
(2003) less preferable than the use of theoretical propositions or rival explanations but serves
as an alternative when you are having difficulty making either of the approaches to work.

This study will involve the analysis of the interview, as well as the review and use of
documentation, such as annual reports and websites, from the participating company. The
analysis of the study is carried out via within-case analysis, where we analyze the data from
the case against the emerged theory (Yin, 2003). Further, in the analysis, we identify
similarities and divergences between the theoretical and the empirical parts. The findings we
come up with will compose the base for our conclusions.

3.7 Validity/Reliability
Eriksson and Wiedersheim (2001) define validity as the instrument of measurement’s ability
to measure what is intended to measure. Four tests have been commonly used to establish the
quality of any empirical social research. Eriksson and Wiedersheim (2001) divide validity into
internal validity, external validity, and reliability. Yin (2003) adds construct validity.

3.7.1 Internal validity
Eriksson and Wiedersheim (2001) define internal validity as the correspondence between the
terms and the operational (measurable) definitions of them. You can thus investigate the inner
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validity without collecting empirical data. Yin (2003) ads that internal validity is only a
concern for casual (or explanatory) case studies in which an investigator is trying to determine
whether event x led to event y. Our study is mainly descriptive, thus the internal validity is
somewhat overlooked.

3.7.2 External validity
External validity deals with the correspondence between reality and the value received when
using an operational definition (Eriksson & Wiedersheim 2001). Yin (2003) explains external
validity as establishing the main domain to which a study’s findings can be generalized
beyond the immediate case study. In our thesis we have conducted a single case study.

The company that we interviewed was chosen through subjective selection, instead of
probability selection, which limits the generalisability. To increase the validity we tried to
design an interview guide in accordance with our research purpose and research question. We
also tried to get an overview of all the relevant literature available in the area of our research.
Thereafter, theories supported by known researchers were chosen in order to avoid certain
biases. Efforts were made to locate the most suitable and knowledgeable respondents for
answering the questions connected to the study. By using a mini disk recorder during the
interviews, we could double-check the answers after the interviews and the risk of wrongly
interpreting the answers was reduced.

3.7.3 Construct validity
When establishing construct validity, the researcher makes sure that correct operational
measures are utilized for the concepts being studied. There are three available tactics in order
to increase construct validity. The first one is the use of multiple sources of evidence, which is
of great importance when collecting data. The second tactic is to establish a chain of evidence.
A third tactic is to have the draft case study report reviewed by key informants. (Yin 2003)

To increase construct validity we have had the drafts of the case study reviewed by key
informants throughout the entire process. To further increase the construct validity we
informed the key informant by sending him an interview guide prior to the interview.

A possible validity problem is that the interviews are conducted in Swedish and later
translated into English, thus might be subject to errors in translation. This problem was
solved by allowing the key respondent to review and correct the translated interview.

3.7.4 Reliability
Eriksson and Wiedersheim (2001) explain reliability by saying that an instrument of
measurement shall give trustworthy and stable outcomes. Would the conducted investigation
give the same results if done by other researchers using the same line of action? Yin (2003)
claims that the goal of reliability is to minimize the errors and biases in a study.
Demonstrating that the operations of the study – such as the data collection procedures – can
be repeated, with the same results.
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To improve the reliability we tried to design the interview questions so that they would neither
lead nor influence the respondent in any way. The data was collected in a way similar to
ordinary and everyday conversations, which lets the respondent affect the dialogue. We also
tried to get as informed about the topic of interest as possible.

Furthermore, we have organized the data collected and structured our thesis so that following
researchers or readers can retrieve any desired material. However, when conducting
interviews, personal biases may to some extent be present. Therefore, the influence of the
respondents’ as well as our own attitudes and values can always be questioned.

3.8 Summary
Figure 5 below presents a summary of the methods presented and the methods chosen.

This study is mainly descriptive, but also partly explanatory,, with a qualitative research
approach, as shown in figure 5. The research strategy is to perform case studies. Data has

Exploratory Descriptive Explanatory

Qualitative Quantitative

Case study Archival
analysis

Survey Experiments History

Documentation Interviews Archival
records

Physical
Artifacts

Participant
observation

Focused
Interview

Formal
Survey

Open-ended
Interview

SAAB
Automobile

Relying on conceptual
framework

Within-case
analysisData analysis

Research
approach

Data
Collection

Research
Strategy

Sample
Selection

Research
Purpose

Figure 5 – Summary of methods

Source: Authors own construct
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been collected by means of personal, focused, interviews and documentation. The chosen
companies are presented and finally, the data is analyzed by performing within-case analysis.
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4 Empirical Data: Case Study of Saab Automobile

his chapter will initially present some company facts and will later go on to present the
collected empirical findings of the study. First a background of the company will be

presented and then the sponsoring at the company. Then the data collected through our
telephone interview will be presented.

4.1 Company Background
Name of the company: Saab Autombile
Year of establishment: 1937
No. of Employees: 7,032 (2003)
No. of cars sold 131,641 (2003)
Owner: General Motors
Head Office: Trollhättan, Sweden
Respondent: Ove Bengtsson, Sponsoring Coordinator

Saab automobile (from now on referred to as Saab) is a subsidiary of General Motors. General
Motors Corporation (GM), incorporated in 1916, provides automotive-related products and
services by primarily designing, manufacturing and marketing vehicles. Saab is marketing and
selling cars in more than 60 countries worldwide. The most important markets, according to
their homepage, are: USA, United Kingdom, Sweden, Germany, Switzerland, Italy, Australia,
France, The Netherlands and Norway. International and Diplomat sales, IDS, account for
considerable volume and could well be seen as one of the top markets.

Since 1994, Lowe Worldwide has been working with Saab AB in Sweden developing
communications in their key markets: Sweden, UK and US. Outside of these markets,
however, the brand support and positioning was inconsistent, which was increasingly
affecting their credibility. Therefore, in September 1998 Saab AB appointed Lowe to handle
both their above and below-the-line business. The task was to establish a global positioning
for the brand and create integrated work through the line. A new cohesive campaign entitled
“Saab vs.” was launched in January 1999, which highlighted Saab's point of difference:
“unconventional approaches to finding better solutions”. This proposition was carried across
every market and all marketing activities including: TV, print, CRM, events, tactical
advertising, point of sales and corporate identification. A communication toolbox was
developed which provided each market with a full range of tools - from core brand advertising
to dealer communication - and worked to ensure horizontal and vertical clarity and
consistency. The “Saab vs.” integrated campaign significantly contributed to Saab’s
realization of a 19% sales increase during that year, and this approach continues to be applied
to all communications to date, including event sponsorship.

4.1.2 Sponsoring at SAAB
Saab started sponsoring as early as the 1950:s when they sponsored automobile racing events.
By sponsoring racing teams they got a chance to test their cars at the same time. The focus on
car racing stopped during the 1970’s and 1980’s. Among their latter sponsor activities tennis,
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golf, and alpine skiing can be found. They have been sponsoring both individuals and teams,
but also a lot of events. On their list of sponsored you can find the alpine skiing World Cup
and the Swedish Open in Båstad where they are main sponsors. Tennis was an area that Saab
started to sponsor within during the 1960’s and they are still sponsoring events within this
sport, both national and international. Saab was involved in starting the first professional
golfing team in Sweden, Team Saab Golf Professionals. They are also highly involved in the
Saab Salomon Crossmax Series, the skier-X competition that runs in 35 places in 12
countries, and X-adventure Raid Series presented by Saab and Salomon, the ultimate
multisport challenge in Europe and USA.

A more in-depth example of one of Saab’s event sponsorships in Canada is the sponsoring of
the Salon International du Design d'Intérieur de Montréal (SIDIM). SIDIM is a design show
with a capital d. It's the annual event for renowned and emerging designers in contemporary
home and office interiors. During the three exhibition days, a 2003 Saab 9-3 Sport Sedan was
on display in the Euro Design section in a unique manner that integrated with the event
concept. As such, students graduating in design at the Université de Québec à Montréal were
asked to create a work of art around the Saab sedan and demonstrate its personality and
features. Each day, visitors were able to reflect on the work of one of three teams of artists
and their transformation of the car. Visitors were also asked to share their opinions in order so
that a winning team could be selected for a $1,000 bursary from Saab.

4.2 Saab and Event Sponsorship
Saab has many motives with event sponsorship although they do not necessary differ that
much from other promotional activities. When selecting what events to sponsor Saab
considers the ability to use the event as a customer event (when Saab lets people test drive a
Saab car at the event), as an image-building tool, and as a mean of getting media exposure.
Choice of events also differ depending whether Saab wants to communicate corporate or
product image.

Mr. Ove Bengtson, event manager, states that Saab’s motives to engage in event sponsorship
are not only to get media exposure even if exposure is an important part. As an example, one
of the most important factors at the Swedish open in Båstad is the amount of journalists
present. The journalists come from all over the world and hence create a global platform for
Saab to communicate its brand from, not only by being visibly linked with the tennis
tournament but also by the fact that the journalists take part of test-driving activities. In the
case of Saab’s partnership with Salomon Saab wanted to follow the changing lifestyles of its
target market and Salomon represented a lot of the brand characteristics sought. So lifestyles
of the target market play a great role when Saab engages in event sponsorships. On the other
hand, the sponsoring of SIDIM is primarily aimed to create an image around Saab as being a
brand, as Saab themselves state, where distinctive design, breathtaking performance, and
surprising versatility are a way of life.

Motives may also differ depending on event size. Often larger event sponsorships are enacted
with the purpose of building a favorable image whilst engagement in smaller events, such as
very local sporting events, might be based simply on “the good cause” of sponsoring.

According to Mr. Bengtson, event sponsorship is a useful and important part of Saab’s
communications mix, although event sponsorship activities have decreased due to an overall
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decline in sales. Other promotional activities are often considered more important when
cutbacks in funding are on the cards. However, Mr Bengtson states that the amount spent on
event sponsorship is still very substantial.

4.3 Saab Communicating Brand Image
Earlier, Saab controlled the event sponsorships centrally from Sweden. Nowadays every
international division forms their own event sponsorship activities. Every division has their
own budget and within certain guidelines has the ability to choose what events to sponsor.
There is also a global policy on how the event sponsorship should be made. Saab does for
instance not sponsor boxing. These guidelines and policies are in great extent connected to the
overall business plan. However, there are still international events being sponsored with the
purpose of promoting the company on the international level.

Before engaging in an event sponsorship Saab thinks about if the choice of events is based on
logical linkages. Mr. Bengtson considers the most important factor to be the type of event.
The event type needs to be in accordance with Saab’s image and objectives. Another
important factor of consideration when engaging in an event sponsorship is what other
sponsors that are involved in the event. Saab wants to be able to cooperate with the other
event sponsors. In the Swedish Open they work together with MasterCard and Swedish
Match, and other companies that has an image that works together with the image of Saab.
In some cases Saab cooperate with other companies to form a desirable event. For example,
Saab and Salomon have formed a partnership. Saab and Salomon share a number of common
objectives and values. Both companies offer premium global brands. Both companies have
sporty, active and individual customers who appreciate, what Saab calls, dynamic
experiences. And both companies place priority on innovation, design and state-of-the-art
technology. Also important is who arranges the event, the arranger of the event cannot be
mismatching with Saab.  But, even if the event is the best ever from Saab’s perspective, the
most important factor is the funding. When it comes down to it, if funds are not available the
sponsoring is not possible.

The level of involvement spans from simply having a sign at the event to being the main
sponsor of a customized event. Saab seldom sponsors events unless they have a chance to be
an exclusive sponsor, or at least having a dominant position. Mr. Bengtson states that due to a
changing business climate Saab now only plans and signs short-term sponsorship contracts. A
few years ago, when the business climate was more beneficial and Saab’s economy was
better, the scope of the sponsorship activities were on a long term. Hence, long-term high
involvement event sponsorships are more rare these days. If the objective with the event is to
raise awareness on a short-term basis for a new product for instance, Saab finds one-off
events to be most useful.

Depending on event size Saab is always trying to integrate the sponsorship with the other
promotional activities, but integration can according to Mr. Bengtson be very hard. It is
mostly larger international events that are integrated with the other activities whilst smaller
national events may lack in integration.
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4.4 Evaluation of sponsorships at Saab
According to Mr. Bengtson follow-ups are done continually through the sponsorship to
evaluate the events sponsored by Saab, but the effectiveness of sponsorship as a marketing
tool is hard to measure.

Mr. Bengtson explains that Saab assumes that their sponsorship projects pay off. Saab is,
according to Mr. Bengtson, skeptical concerning the traditional ways of evaluating
sponsorship. Mr. Bengtson believes that they can be good, but should not be driven to far. To
measure the effect is very good, if you find the right way to measure, but the theoretical
instruments that are available are sometimes very blunt. As an example the best way to
evaluate the sponsoring of Swedish Open in Båstad is according to Mr. Bengtson the response
they get concerning their test-driving activities. They also do evaluations on how much their
brand is shown and similar media evaluations. The information to evaluate is gathered by the
partners and event arrangers, Saab then does the evaluations of the reports given to them.

As cars are high involvement products evaluation of the sponsorship based on sales is very
vague as it takes a lot of time for a customer to decide upon a buy of such an expensive
product. Hence, it is both expensive and problematic to single out what promotional activity
that caused the purchase. Not even the customer are guaranteed to be able to exactly explain
why he bought the car since intangible cues often play a part in high-involvement products.

Another problem, according to Mr. Bengtson, is that the promotional tools used besides the
sponsorship are very integrated with the sponsorship, and identifying what promotional tool
that caused a certain effect can be very hard because of this. If Saab runs an advertising
campaign that follows an event, defining whether the advertising campaign or the sponsorship
made a difference can be vary hard. In the cases where there is a partnership with Salomon it
is easier to measure whether or not the certain event caused the change. As Saab has certain
Salomon styled models, often tied to a certain event, one can assume that increasing sales of
these products can be derived from the certain event. Mr. Bengtson did not give any
indications that communications effectiveness was measured regularly.

The marketing manager is the one ultimately responsible for the evaluation of the
sponsorships. But in practice the division of event sponsorship, which is a small group of
people, is responsible the evaluation of event sponsorship.

Saab’s sponsorship has according to Mr. Bengtson been very successful in some cases, and in
some other cases not. He states that if Saab would feel that the sponsorships would be a total
failure no money would be spent on it. But so far Saab engage in sponsorship activities and
considerable amounts are spent annually. But as the company has not been doing that well,
some sponsorship has money-wise been hard to motivate.

4.5 Summary
In this chapter our empirical data, collected through an interview with Saab and through
documentation, related to our research questions has been presented. In the next chapter this
data will be analyzed and compared to our theoretical framework.
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5 Data analysis

his chapter will present a within-case analysis of the data collected from Saab
automobile company (referred to as Saab). The collected data will be compared with the

theories presented in the conceptual framework. The disposition of the chapter is determined
by the order of the research questions, and the within-case analysis is conducted in
connection to the topic area of each research question. Thus, the analysis of each topic area
will be completed before moving on to the next area. The analysis of data will finally lead to
that conclusions can be drawn. These will be outlined in Chapter six.

5.1 Within-Case Analysis of Saab
In this section we will separately analyze the companies in our study against the
conceptualization in the end of chapter two. The aim is to find similarities and dissimilarities
between the collected empirical data from each case and the theories suggested in the
conceptualization.

5.1.1 Reasons why Saab use event sponsorship to communicate brand image
According to Olkkonen (1999) escalating costs in traditional advertising are one of the most
common reasons for engagement in event sponsorship. Olkkonen further states that media
advertising costs have continued to rise and companies are replacing some of their advertising
with sponsorship activities. Saab is contradicting theory on this point. It is the money spent on
event marketing that gets cut in favor of money spent on traditional marketing when costs are
rising and Saab needs to do cutbacks. The last years Saab has been forced to cutback in event
marketing funding whilst traditional advertising is not as affected.

The suitability of sponsorship for company or product image development is according to
Olkkonen (1999) an important motive for engaging in event sponsorship.  One of Saab’s most
important motives to engage in event sponsorship is, in accordance with theory, image
development. The empirical data collected suggests that many of Saab’s event sponsorships
are designed to serve as image building tools. For example, the motive for sponsoring SIDIM
was to communicate Saab as having a distinctive design, breathtaking performance, and
surprising versatility.

Also in accordance with Olkkonen (1999) the changing lifestyles of consumers are an
important motive for Saab to engage in event sponsorship activities. Olkkonen states that the
growth in the amount of leisure time has made sports and cultural activities increasingly
popular. So by sponsoring sporting events that fit Saab’s targeted market Saab is able to use
lifestyle as a marketing variable.

Olkkonen (1999) claims that using sponsorship is a more obvious path to achieve
distinctiveness than “traditional” advertising. This is mostly due to the rapidly increasing
“noise” in the mass media, which decreases the effectiveness of advertising. In accordance
with above-mentioned theory Saab is using event marketing to achieve distinctiveness. An
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example of this is Saab’s partnership with Salomon. The different events formed with
Salomon distinct Saab from its competitors in a way not possible with traditional advertising.

Olkkonen (1999) states that as a result of products and services resembling each other more
and more, the importance of brands has increased. In accordance with theory Saab perceives
event sponsorship to be an effective way to build a distinctive product/service profile. Again,
Saab’s partnership with Salomon enables Saab to build a distinctive brand by tailoring events
to achieve a desired brand image.

Olkkonen (1999) is further stating that the growing number of media has led to a situation, in
which the demand for sports and cultural programs is increasing. A company can achieve
media coverage by sponsoring popular sports, or cultural events, or persons towards which (or
whom) an increasing amount of media attention is directed. In accordance with the theory
Saab values media coverage very highly. An example of this is Saab’s sponsoring of Swedish
Open where there are over 300 international journalists present, and the event is being
broadcasted throughout several of Saab’s target markets.

According to Olkkonen (1999) one motive to engage in event sponsorship is that the
developments in telecommunications and broadcast media offer a global platform for
sponsored activities, which have the ability to attract audiences worldwide. As above-
mentioned, Saab’s sponsorship of the Swedish Open gets international media coverage. The
Saab Salomon Crossmax Series skier-X-competition runs in 35 places in 12 countries and
hence attracts a worldwide audience.

5.2 How companies use event sponsorship to communicate brand image
Shimp (2002) further states that one must consider if the event is economically viable. Even if
the event is the best ever from Saab’s perspective, the most important factor is the funding.
When it comes down to it, if funds are not available the sponsoring is not possible. The
empirical data also suggests that Saab in accordance with Shimp (2002) increasingly is
developing its own events rather than sponsoring existing events. Saab’s partnership with
Salomon again sets the example. By customizing events with Salomon Saab is able to match
the event with its target audience perfectly.

Gwinner (1997) categorizes event types, in accordance with the earlier definition, into at least
five areas: sports related, music related, festival/fair related, fine arts related (e.g., ballet, art
exhibit, theatre, etc.), and professional meeting/trade show related. Saab engages in many
different events ranging from arts to sports. What types of events to be chosen are carefully
evaluated by Saab. In accordance with Gwinner (1997) Saab also considers event size along a
number of dimensions, including length of event, level of media exposure (local, regional,
national, international). Likewise, other event characteristics such as the professional status of
performers (professional versus amateur) or the venue in which the event is staged (e.g.,
temperature, convenience, physical condition, etc.) are of consideration, although not always
controllable. For example, the event success for Saab depends a lot on the weather. If it is
raining a lot there are most likely not as much people present.

Shimp’s (2002) theory on what specific factors a company should consider when selecting an
event fits well with Saab. Saab does, in accordance with Shimp (2002) and Brassington-Petit
(2000), evaluate whether or not the event is consistent with the brand image, and if it will
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benefit the image. There needs to be a match between the chosen sponsorship and the target
audience that the Saab seeks to influence. Of consideration is also if the event offer a strong
likelihood of reaching the targeted audience. If the event previously has been sponsored, and
if there is a risk in sponsoring the event of being perceived as “me-tooistic” and confusing the
target audience as to the sponsor’s identity, is of consideration in Saab’s case.

Saab does also, in accordance with theory, consider whether the event is cluttered or not.
Shimp (2002) and Brassington & Pettit (2000) considers that the event should complement
existing sponsorship and fit with other MarCom programs for the brand. Saab finds it
important to ensure that there exists a compatibility with the sponsor’s overall promotional
objectives. Depending on event size Saab is always trying to integrate the sponsorship with
the other promotional activities, but integration can according Saab be very hard. In Saabs
case it is mostly the big international events that are integrated with the other activities whilst
smaller national events may lack in integration.

Saab finds, in accordance with the suggested theories by Shimp (2002) and Brassington &
Pettit (2000), being the sole sponsor is something that is desirable, but not always possible to
accomplish, especially for large international events or sports entities, where the costs are
very high.

If the objective is to raise awareness on a short-term basis for a new product for instance,
Saab finds one-off events to be useful. This view is in accordance with Brassington & Pettit’s
(2000) theory on the length of impact.

Gwinner (1997) theorize that, in most cases, perceptions of quality, legitimacy, and
attendance desirability will be higher with long running, large, elaborately staged events,
featuring professionals in attractive and convenient venues. In accordance with the suggested
theory Saab increase attendance desirability by using longer running events featuring
professionals such as the Swedish Open.

Gwinner (1997) states that additionally, a sponsoring firm may be perceived as making an
event possible for the consumer and that the perception may be especially strong for small
events which often have difficulty securing financial support. In this sense, the consumer does
not view the sponsorship as a form of promotion, but rather the sponsoring brand is seen as
providing a service to the attendee and a level of goodwill is generated by the firm (ibid). In
accordance with this is Saab’s sponsorship of local events. For example, by sponsoring a local
bandy tournament Saab generates goodwill, both among employees and among the local
citizens.

The potential of spin-off promotion is, according to Brassington & Pettit (2000) another
important factor to consider. Spending more money on advertising and other forms of
promotion along with the sponsorship would maximize the impact of the actual sponsorship.
Spin-off promotion is something that Saab spends lesser effort in than theory suggests.

In short, Gwinner (1997) has identified the following three broad areas that influence the
creation of an event’s image: event type, event characteristics, and individual factors. Saab
when engaging in event sponsorships considers all of these factors.

The first moderating factor to be discussed by Gwinner (1997) in the image transfer process is
the degree of similarity between the event and the sponsor. A product can have either
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functional or image related similarity with an event. Functional similarity occurs when a
sponsoring product is actually used by participants during the event (ibid). Most often Saab
has an image related similarity with the sponsored events, both at the product level and on the
brand level. Functional similarity can seldom be seen other than when sponsoring automobile
racing competitions.

Gwinner (1997) state that one factor that may moderate the image transfer from event to
sponsoring brand is the level of sponsorship. Sponsorship arrangements can run the gamut
from a single sponsor to hundreds of sponsors at many different levels. Saab seldom sponsors
events unless they have a chance to be an exclusive sponsor, or at least having a dominant
position. In accordance with Gwinner (1997) by being involved on a deeper level Saab
increases the likelihood of meaning transfer from the event to the sponsoring brand by more
firmly establishing the link between event and brand.

5.3 Evaluation of sponsorship at SAAB
In our frame of reference we have relied on Meenaghan (1983) and Abratt & Grobler (1989)
to help us understand in theory how sponsorship is evaluated, what is focused on, and which
steps to follow when evaluating.

Meenaghan (1983) gives us a theory of methods to use when evaluating a sponsorship. The
four methods to use according to Meenaghan (1983) are:

• Measuring the sales effectiveness of the sponsorship.
• Measuring the media coverage resulting from the sponsorship.
• Measuring the communications effectiveness of the sponsorship.
• Measuring the continuing appropriateness of the chosen sponsorship over time.

Regarding Meenaghans (1983) theory of methods of evaluation, Saab mostly does not try to
evaluate the event sponsored by measuring the sales effectiveness. A car is an expensive
product where the purchase is characterized by high involvement. Hence, it is not likely that
the decision to buy the car is solely based information handed to the cutomer through the
sponsored event. But at some events, such as the ones that are sponsored together with
Salomon, special products with obvious connections to the event are sold. These events are
partially evaluated through measuring the sales of these special products after the event.

Saab does measure the media coverage that the event gets by using reports that shows how
much their brand is shown in connection to the event. Saab also measures the continuing
appropriateness of the chosen sponsorship over time. But nowadays the sponsorship is a more
short-term commitment then before as revenue has to be made faster to defend sponsoring of
an event. On a yearly basis the sponsorships are evaluated and reviewed by Saab to see if the
sponsorship is worth the effort and if the sponsorship should continue.

To complement Meenaghan (1983) we use the seven-step guide stated by Abratt and Grobler
(1989) Saab is not formally following any steps as their partners and the arrangers of the
events sponsored is collecting data and handing them reports concerning the events.

• Step 1. Set objectives
This is not a part of the evaluation for Saab.
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• Step 2. Assign responsibility for sponsorship evaluation
A person in assigned formal responsibility for the evaluation. The person that is
ultimately responsible for the evaluation of the sponsorship is the marketing manager,
but in practice the whole division of event sponsorship is held responsible.

• Step 3. Decide under which promotional mix element sponsorship falls
This is not a part of the evaluation for Saab

• Step 4. Set objectives for each promotional mix element
This is not a part of the evaluation for Saab

• Step 5. Establish when to evaluate
Saab evaluates their sponsorship continually but reviews them once per year. Saab is
handed reports from the arranger and the partners and then Saab evaluates the events
based on these reports.

• Step 6. Choose measurement technique
This is done by the methods constructed by Meeneghan and it is discussed above what
methods and how Saab uses them.

• Step 7. Performance satisfactory
This is where Saab sees if the sponsoring of an event has been successful and if they
should continue the sponsorship.

5.4 Summary
This chapter has presented a within-case analysis of the data collected from Saab. The
collected data was compared with the theories presented in the conceptual framework. The
analysis of data finally lead to that conclusions can be drawn in the next chapter.
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6 Conclusions and Implications

n the previous chapter, the empirical data was analyzed by comparing it to the theories
in the conceptual framework that was outlined in chapter two. This chapter will first

present the main findings and conclusions based on our research. The purpose of these
conclusions is to answer our research questions. Finally, implications for management,
theory, and further research are presented.

6.1 Why do companies engage in event sponsorship activities?
Our research shows that the specific reasons to engage event sponsorships may differ from
time to time but the fundamental reasons are coherent. We can conclude that companies
engage in event sponsorships activities primarily to communicate brand image, product
image, and corporate image. Event sponsorships are perceived as excellent marketing
communications tools when used to communicate image. Event sponsorship also enables the
company to unite the image of an event, or co-sponsoring company, with the image of the
company. The suitability of sponsorship for company or product image development is an
important motive for engaging in event sponsorship.

We can, based on our findings, conclude that the changing lifestyles of consumers are an
important motive for companies to engage in event sponsorship activities. The use of popular
and up to date events is important for companies to better reach the target audiences that are
hard to reach with traditional advertising.

Another conclusion that can be drawn is that event sponsorship is used to achieve
distinctiveness in an environment where the media noise is at high and where traditional
advertising will not achieve distinctiveness. Event sponsorship also enables the use of
physically tangible elements in a way that traditional advertising can not. Event sponsorship is
perceived to be an effective way to build a distinctive product profile.

Our findings show that event sponsorships are used as a complement to traditional advertising
rather than as a separate promotional tool. This finding is supported by the fact that event
sponsorship is the promotional tool that gets the least funding when the company needs to
save money. Event sponsorships are perceived to be important but not as important as
traditional advertising.

An obvious reason for companies to engage in event sponsorship activities is to get media
coverage and publicity by sponsoring popular sports, or cultural events, or persons towards
which (or whom) an increasing amount of media attention is directed. Our findings show that
the reason to sponsor a certain event often is that the event offers a global platform, which has
the ability to attract audiences worldwide.

Thus, we conclude:

• Our study found that companies engage in event sponsorship activities because of its
suitability as an image-building tool.

I
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• Companies use event sponsorships in situations where traditional advertising is not as
effective.

6.2 How do companies use event sponsorship to communicate their brand
image?
Our research shows that companies evaluate whether or not the event is consistent with the
brand image, and if it will benefit the image. There needs to be a match between the chosen
sponsorship and the target audience that the company is seeking to influence. Of
consideration is also if the event offer a strong likelihood of reaching the targeted audience.
Companies also consider if the event previously has been sponsored, and if there is a risk in
sponsoring the event of being perceived as “me-tooistic” and confusing the target audience as
to the sponsor’s identity.

Companies believe that the event should complement existing sponsorship and fit with other
marketing communication programs. Our findings also show that companies find it important
to ensure that there exists a compatibility with the sponsor’s overall promotional objectives.
We conclude that the size of the event determines the level of integration between
promotional activities.

Our findings suggest that companies rather customize their own events than sponsoring
existing events when it comes to building image. If the objective is to increase awareness of a
product on a short-term basis, companies find one-off events to be useful. When customizing
is not possible companies believe being the sole sponsor is something that is desirable, but not
always possible to accomplish, especially for large international events or sports entities,
where the costs are very high.

We conclude that the funding plays a very important role in event sponsorships. When it
comes down to it, if funds are not available the sponsoring is not possible.

Our findings show that companies sponsor events in many areas, from sports related, music
related, festival/fair related, fine arts related (e.g., ballet, art exhibit, theatre, etc.), to
professional meeting/trade show related.

We conclude that the main factors of consideration when engaging in sponsorship of an event
are event type and event characteristics. Event size is considered along a number of
dimensions, including length of event, level of media exposure (local, regional, national,
international), event characteristics such as the professional status of performers (professional
versus amateur) or the venue in which the event is staged (e.g., temperature, convenience,
physical condition, etc.).

Most often companies have an image related similarity with the sponsored events, both at the
product level and on the brand level. Functional similarity can seldom be seen other than
when sponsoring automobile racing competitions.

We also conclude that companies seldom sponsor events unless they can be one of a few
numbers of sponsors.
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Thus we conclude:

• That event sponsorship is viewed upon as a complement to the traditional marketing
communications tools rather than a tool to rely on exquisitely.

• When companies use event sponsorships to build image they prefer to be the sole
sponsor of the event.

• The level of companies’ engagement in the sponsored event is deeper when the event
sponsorship is used to communicate image.

6.3 How is the effectiveness of the event sponsorship evaluated by companies?
In our research we found that evaluating the effectiveness of the event sponsorship is a
difficult task. The methods that are available in theory are only used to a certain level and can
be very blunt and thereby difficult to use. Companies take for granted that the sponsorship
pays of. Even though evaluations of the sponsored events do take place.

We have found that automobile companies do not evaluate the event sponsored by the
company through measurements of the sales effectiveness. As an automobile company’s core
product, cars, are a products that are rather expensive to buy and the decision to buy is a
decision taken over a period of time, the effect of sales is most of the time not used to
evaluate sponsored events. Although events sponsored where specific products are sold at the
events gives the companies the option of evaluating the sponsorship through measuring the
sales effect.

Media coverage is measured through reports on how much the company brand is shown in TV
and through other similar reports.

The continuing appropriateness of the chosen sponsorship over time is measured on a yearly
basis where the sponsorship is evaluated and reviewed to see if the sponsorship is worth the
effort and the cost. As revenue has to be made faster sponsorship is now often evaluated on a
short-term basis, instead of as before when sponsorship was considered a long-term
commitment.

Thus we conclude

• Events are evaluated most successfully during the event and on the spot.

• Companies may not use formal methods for evaluating the effectiveness of event
sponsorship and generally feel the instruments discussed in academic literature are not
always practical to use.

6.4 Implications
This section will provide recommendations for managers at sponsoring companies as well as
recommendations for theory and further research.
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6.4.1 Implications for management
Our first implication is directed towards the management at the sponsoring organization. We
have gained understanding throughout our work with this thesis that a deeper discussion,
concerning event sponsorship as a builder of brand image, is needed. It is needed to decide
and discuss what role the events should have from a brand image building perspective.
Management should also consider the special qualities that event sponsorships have, as at the
moment it is not used to its full potential.

There is a need for better evaluations through a better laid plan how to evaluate. Our research
indicates that not enough evaluation is done considering that a considerable amount of money
goes into sponsoring. By better evaluations the company would be getting a more thorough
view of what sponsorship is successful and which are not successful. This would stop the
company from going about and taking for granted that the sponsorship is a success. The
current methods used do not provide enough in-depth information needed to get a clear view
of the sponsorships conducted.

6.4.2 Implications for theory
The purpose of this study has been to gain a better understanding of the role of event
marketing in communicating brand image by companies. To fulfill the purpose we have
looked at theories and compared them to the empirical data we collected. Looking at the
theories used in this study most of what is brought up in the conceptual framework
corresponds well with the empirical data collected. Although there are some deviations, the
role of event sponsorship is not as important in practice as theory points out. Theory also
points out several different ways to evaluate sponsorship, most of them not used in practice,
and should hence be further investigated.

6.4.3 Implications for further research
As we have been working with this thesis, issues and questions related to our purpose have
arisen. However, we have not been able to answer all these questions and issues within this
study. We suggest that these following areas deserve further research:

• More research concerning what role event sponsorship has in the communications
mix.

• More research about how sponsorship can be used to build brand image and how this
works.

• Development of more comprehensive an easily applicable methods of evaluation.

This study has provided a narrow view in the automobile industry and how event sponsorship
is used in this industry. We would find it interesting to see is how event sponsorship is used to
build brand image in other industries on both a regional and an international level.
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6.5 Summary
This chapter presented the main findings and conclusions based on our research. The purpose
of these conclusions was to answer our research questions. Finally, implications for
management, theory, and further research was made and presented.
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Appendix A

General Information

Name of the company:

Name of the respondent:

Position of the respondent:

Field of business:

Background to Event Marketing within the Company

When did you start sponsoring events?

Which events have you been using? Could you tell a little about the different events?

How long have you sponsored these events?

What are your primary motives to engage in event sponsorship?

What objectives do you have with event marketing?

When choosing what events to sponsor, what are the primary objectives?

Media objectives?
Market objectives?
Corporate objectives?

Do you have different objectives for every sponsored event?

If so, how do they differ? Explain!

If no, why is that?

What are the most important reasons for your engagement in event sponsorship?

In comparison with other marketing activities, how important is event sponsorship?

Are there any special benefits with your event sponsorship, such as taxation benefits?

Is there something you would like to add regarding why you engage in event sponsorship?
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Event sponsorship to create image

What type of events do you sponsor?

What characterizes the events you sponsor?

How do you select what specific events to sponsor?

Do you choose events based on the product linkage, product image linkage, or corporate
image linkage?

Is the event sponsoring integrated with your other promotional activities?

How?

How much money is spent on sponsorship in comparison to traditional promotional activities?

Do you see event sponsorship as a part of the promotional mix or as a “side project”?

What image does SAAB try to communicate through the sponsored events?

Do you use different events to communicate different images or do you try to communicate
the same image with every event?

Does the sponsored events communicate the same image as your other promotional tools?

If not, how does it differ?

If so, is sponsorship working better than the traditional activities?

Why do you use event sponsorship to communicate a certain image?

What level of sponsorship is the most common for SAAB?

Is there anything you would like to ad about your event sponsorship?

Evaluation of event sponsorship

How do you evaluate the sponsorship?
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• Measure the sales effectiveness of the sponsorship?
• Measure the media coverage resulting from the sponsorship?
• Measure the communications effectiveness of the sponsorship?
• Measure the continuing appropriateness of the chosen sponsorship over time?

When is the Sponsorship evaluated?

Before?
During?
After?

Who evaluates the sponsorship?

Has your sponsorship been successful so far?

(If not, why do you keep doing it?)

Anything you would like to add to evaluation of sponsorship?
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General Information

Företagets namn:

Respondentens namn:

Respondentens befattning:

Affärsområde:

Bakgrund till evenemangsmarknadsföring inom företaget

När började ni sponsra evenemang?

Vilka typer utav evenemang har ni använt er av? Exempel?
Skulle du kunna berätta lite om de olika evenemangen?

Hur länge har ni sponsrat dessa evenemang?

Vilka är de primära motiven för er med sponsring utav evenemang?

Vilka motiv har ni med er evenemangsmarknadsföring?

Mediemotiv?
Marknadsmotiv?
Företagsmotiv?

När ni väljer vilka evenemang att sponsra, vilka är era primära motiv?

Har ni olika motiv för varje evenemang ni sponsrar?
 Om ja, hur skiljer de sig åt? Förklara.
 Om nej, hur kommer det sig?

Vilka är de viktigaste anledningarna för ert engagemang i evenemangs sponsring?

I jämförelse med andra marknadsaktiviteter, hur viktig är evenemangs sponsring?

Finns det några speciella fördelar med er sponsring utav evenemang?

Är det något du skulle vilja tillägga angående varför ni sponsrar evenemang?

Evenemangs sponsring för att bygga image
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Vilka sorters evenemang sponsrar ni?

Vad karakteriserar evenemangen ni sponsrar?

Hur väljer ni vilka specifika evenemang att sponsra?

Väljer ni evenemang baserat på länkning utav produkt, produkt image eller företags image?

Är sponsringen utav evenemang integrerat med era övriga promotion aktiviteter?

I så fall, hur?

Hur mycket pengar spenderas på sponsring utav evenemang jämfört med de övriga promotion
aktiviteter?

Ser ni sponsring utav evenemang som en del utav er promotion mix eller som ett
”sidoprojekt”?

Vilken bild försöker SAAB kommunicera genom de sponsrade evenemangen?

Använder ni er utav olika evenemang för att förmedla olika bilder eller försöker ni förmedla
samma bild genom samtliga evenemang?
 Varför använder ni er av sponsring utav evenemang för att kommunicera en särskild image?

Förmedlar det sponsrade evenemanget samma image som era övriga promotionverktyg?
 Om inte, hur skiljer de sig åt?
 Om, fungerar sponsringen bättre eller sämre än de övriga aktiviteterna?

Vilken nivå är vanligast på Saabs sponsring?

Är det något du skulle vilja tillägga angående hur ni sponsrar evenemang?

Utvärdering utav evenemangssponsring

Hur utvärderar ni er sponsring?

När utvärderas sponsringen?

Före
Efter
Under

Vem utvärderar sponsringen?

Har sponsring utav evenemang varit framgångsrika för er hittills?
 Om inte, hur kommer det sig att ni fortsätter?

Är det något du skulle vilja tillägga angående utvärdering utav era sponsrade evenemang


